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Audio Converter and Audio Editor. The product is a high-end and powerful video and audio software with
an intuitive user interface. Video Converter Ultimate can convert all kinds of video and audio files such as
AVI, MP4, MOV, 3GP, MP3, WAV, WMA, MPEG, DivX, XVID, H.264, RM, AAC, AMR and FLV to
any kinds of videos and audio formats for various devices with great quality, and also can rip DVD, VCD,
VHS to all kinds of videos and audio files and burn them on CD/DVD discs. This powerful program can
also edit the videos like trimming, cropping, and resizing. It also supports almost all the DRM protection
technologies. Video Converter Ultimate Features: 1.Convert videos to Windows Media Player compatible
formats and devices: It can convert almost all video files like AVI, MPEG, WMV, MTS, M2V, 3GP, MP4,
MOV, RM, RMVB, QT, M4V, MKV, FLV to Windows Media Player compatible formats and devices.
You can even edit and record videos with it. 2.Convert videos to Windows Media Video 7 and 8 compatible
formats: It can convert videos with great quality to the Windows Media Video 7 and 8 formats like WMV7,
WMV8, WMA7, WMA8, MP4, 3GP, 3G2, MP3, AC3, AMR, AAC, OGG, WMA9, AMR, OGG, WMA.
It can also rip DVD to all kinds of videos. 3.Convert videos with great quality and no quality loss: It can
convert almost all video files such as AVI, MPG, MP4, MOV, 3GP, MTS, M2V, MP3, WMA, WAV,
WAV, ASF, RM, RMVB, QT, M4V, MKV, FLV and DV to any formats with great quality and no quality
loss. It also supports almost all the DRM protection technologies. 4.Automatically convert videos with
preset quality: It can convert videos with any formats you choose with great quality and no quality loss with
preset options including Bitrate, Frame rate, Image quality, Audio track, Bitrate, Sample rate, and Audio
quality, all set on the presets.
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More than 250 formats, 30 times faster pace, zero petty loss, all-in-one... âœ… AIMERSoft Video
Converter Ultimate is the best video converter for Windows with over 250 video and audio formats. It
supports all formats and is 30 times faster! It also supports 32-bit high quality video and audio, and allows
you to enjoy high quality audio while listening. It also supports most formats of mobile devices such as
iPhone, iPod, iPad, etc. Program features: - Supports all videos, including HD videos. fffad4f19a
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